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ON Helix aims to support the life science 
community to overcome innovation gaps 
along the translational research pathway.  
This includes identifying barriers, finding 
funding and meeting the right people.  
Together with an outstanding Advisory 
Board, ON Helix presents the UK landscape 
of the business environment, funding, 
scientific and clinical research excellence and 
is a unique knowledge-sharing environment 
between academia and business.

The Advisory Board is: 
 
Jane Dancer, CBO, F-star

Flic Gabbay, Senior Partner, TranScrip

Hakan Goker, Senior Investment Director, Merck 
Ventures

Alan Palmer, CSO, MS Therapeutics and  
One Nucleus Director 

Sir Keith Peters, Senior Consultant, GSK

Robert Pinnock, Independent

Dave Tapolczay, CEO, Medical Research Council 
Technology

Nowadays translational research is at the forefront of the 
minds of most researchers. It has never been more crucial 
for R&D companies, for the benefit of society, to shorten the 
time to market for new drug and healthcare technologies.

RESEARCH  
Delivering mechanisms,  

target and lead  
molecules
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New methods of  

diagnostic, treatment  
and prevention
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Controlled studies  
leading to effective care 

  

TRANSLATION TO 
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COMMUNITY  
True benefit to society 
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Good translational research is vital 
if we are to address patient needs in 
an expert way long into the future. 
ON Helix brings together people 
who have been there and done it 
successfully. It is a great way for 
companies to hear best practice and 
to find out how to do things more 
quickly, less expensively and in a 
more timely way. 

Professor Sir John Savill, CEO, MRC

‘
’
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Keynote addresses by opinion leaders: In 2016 our Keynote 
Speakers were Dr Susan Windham-Bannister, of the Biomedical 
Growth Strategies LLC, Professor David Roblin,  The Francis 
Crick Institute, Professor Nick Lemoine, NIHR and Barts Cancer 
Institute, Professor Sir John Savill, Medical Research Council 
and Dr Jane Osbourn of MedImmune. 

An interactive case study based programme: In 2016 
we included presentations on current approaches to  
de-risking research plus success stories from those who have 
profitably translated assets from their technology. Companies 
also shared deep insightful advice into their key decision 
making points.
 
A networking platform for academia and business: In 
2016 we had 1-2-1 partnering, lots of informal networking 
breaks and a Welcome Reception including the Summer  
BioNewsRound Award.

The sold out Exhibition in 2016 included: AstraZeneca, 
Horizon Discovery, MRC Technology, Sigma Aldrich and 
MedImmune.

 

ON Helix is THE translational event in the 
UK where all participants can expect to net-
work at the highest level with each other 
and learn an incredible amount all in the 
one day. It’s terrific! 
 
Sir Mike Rawlins, Chairman MHRA and UK Biobank

‘ ’
Dr Susan Windham- Bannister, Biomedical Growth Strategies LLC, USA - Keynote 
Address 2016.

‘ ’
The conference was expertly assembled, with key 
issues in translational science being discussed. 
A good mixture of key-notes, panels and 
networking time. Very enjoyable and informative.

Professor David Roblin, Chief Operating Officer and Director of 
Scientific Translation, The Francis Crick Institute
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P  Biotech and healthcare companies  
      senior executives

P  Academic technology transfer         
      executives

P  Pharma business and research                  
      development directors

P  Life science investors

P  Technical and professional service             
      providers

P  Scientists working in translational        
      research and medicine

Keynote presentations from high profile 
global opinion leaders
 
Practical information setting the scene 
of the UK environment for translational 
research

World-class interactive case-study  
presentations sharing insights across the 
life science sector to address  
common barriers

Exhibition/Showcase 

EBD’s partnering360 system

Position your company as a leader in supporting translational 
research in the UK

Promote your presence to over 300 R&D leaders from academia 
and business

Raise your profile within the One Nucleus network at the heart of 
the largest life science and healthcare cluster in Europe

Promotion of your supporter status in One Nucleus direct 
marketing around the globe to our 10,000 strong database

Significant social media coverage

The Benefits of being an ON Helix 
supporter

ON Helix was a great day, very well attended and with a fantastic speakers line-
up. It shows the importance of addressing translational research topics amongst 
the life sciences community. Importantly it is a great showcase for the strength 
of biomedical innovation. 

Sir William Castell, ex -Chair of the Wellcome Trust‘ ’
Why support ON Helix? 
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I enjoyed the meeting very much. I learnt new things and met numerous 
interesting people, so overall very useful and inspiring! 
                 Dr Jenny Laird, Eli Lilly ‘

ON Helix delegates include:

ON Helix format



One Nucleus is delighted to outline  
the following packages.  Our approach is to ensure  
you maximise your objectives and business development 
opportunities so if you have any tailor-made 
requirements do contact Nadia at  
nadia@onenucleus.com 

All Sponsors receive (as standard) these benefits within 
their package.
All prices are exclusive of VAT.

P Higher profile within ON Helix

P   Showcasing in pre ON Helix communications

P   Signage on event material and displayed at                         
        conference centre on the day

P   Logo with link on event website
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Silver Sponsor, 
Welcome Reception 
£5,000    One Exclusive only

P Welcome address at the Welcome Reception

P Single display exhibition stand at ON Helix

P 4 complimentary passes to ON Helix

P Logo on napkins at reception

P Branding on zap stands next to coffee stations at  
     ON Helix

Silver Sponsor, 
Drinks Reception at ON Helix 
£5,000    One Exclusive only

P 4 complimentary passes to ON Helix

P 10 complimentary passes to the Drinks Reception

P Promotional video to run at the end of ON Helix  
  in the auditorium as delegates exit

P Use of the plasma screen during the Drinks Reception

P ½ page advert in delegate handbook

P Branding on zap stands next to coffee stations

Silver Sponsor, 
Lunch 
£5,000    One Exclusive only

P 4 complimentary passes to ON Helix

P Framed logo at food stations 

P Single display exhibition stand

P Logo on napkins at lunch

P ½ page advert in delegate handbook

P Branding on zap stands next to coffee stations

Bronze Sponsor, 
Ice Cream Van
£2,000    One Exclusive only

P 4 complimentary passes to ON Helix

P Company logo on napkins

P     Logo next to van

Bronze Sponsor, 
Session Sponsors
£3,000 (Keynote Opening Address £4,000)

P Logo displayed on stage during session

P  2 complimentary passes to ON Helix

Bronze Sponsor, 
Handbook
£1,000    One Exclusive only

P A4 advert on the back page of the delegate   
     handbook

Platinum Sponsor 
£20,000    One Exclusive only

P Speaking Opportunity

P 10 complimentary passes to ON Helix

P Double display exhibition stand

P Private meeting room to run seminar or meetings

P Double page spread in the delegate handbook

P Press release announcing sponsorship

Gold Sponsor 
£10,000

P Session Chair

P 8 complimentary passes to ON Helix

P Single display exhibition stand

P Private meeting room to run seminar or meetings

P A4 advert in delegate handbook

P Branding on zap stands next to coffee stations
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For more information please visit:
www.onhelix.com 
or contact Nadia Shivji
Events & Business Development Manager 
nadia@onenucleus.com 
or 01223 896458

Contact
Wellcome Trust Conference Centre
Wellcome Genome Campus
Hinxton, Cambridge, CB10 1RQ

Venue

‘I think it is very important that the  
academic research community should  
join in this important initiative.’  

      Sir Bruce Ponder, Cancer Research UK‘ ’

For full details of our terms  
and conditions please visit:
www.onenucleus.com

Terms

This event is brought to  
you by
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